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(Kuala Lumpur, 18th) The Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources
believes that the Zoo and the Fixed Wildlife Exhibition (ZPT) Center as
commercial institutions should not continue to rely on government
funding.
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The Minister Datuk Sam Suan Nuya pointed out that this is because the
government has taken various measures to assist operators affected by
the movement control order.
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Sansuannuya issued a statement in response to the financial crisis
facing the National Zoo.
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re-examine the operating regulations under the Wildlife Protection Act
to ensure the sustainability of the zoo and the welfare of animals.
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He pointed out that an improvement strategy will be drafted for this
and everything will be implemented after the decision is finalized.
"This is very important because their operations not only require
professional knowledge, but also involve high operating and
development costs."
On the other hand, the Minister also pointed out that in June this year,
the Ministry had allocated a Wildlife Welfare Fund of RM1.3 million to
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He said that the ministry has introduced several short-term plans to

"This includes the allocation of RM10.2 million under the Wildlife
Welfare Care Fund to the affected zoos and immobilized wildlife
exhibition centers in order to reduce their operating burden."
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This fund is to help pay for animal food expenses in response to the

ensure that the relevant welfare of all zoos and the fixed wildlife
exhibition (ZPT) center is guaranteed.
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the National Zoo through the Malaysian Peninsula Wildlife
Conservation and National Parks Agency (PERHILITAN).
impact of the new crown pneumonia epidemic.
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He pointed out that 21 wild animal immobilization exhibition centers
have already applied, and the fund has been distributed to them in
stages starting in May.
"Except for the economic revitalization package, (the government also)
extended the 15% monthly electricity bill discount of the Wildlife
Immobilization Exhibition Center for up to 6 months."
Sam Suannuya said that the ministry also distributed 15 tons of
donated items from the Malaysian Quarantine and Inspection Service
(MAQIS) including meat, vegetables and fruits to the Wildlife
Immobilization Exhibition Center and provided technical assistance to
the center.
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